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Underway 2019 
Counterclockwise around the country  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Four Weeks In 
and not homesick yet! … 

… although we are making a “We Need to Come Back” list for all the places we have 
newly discovered, we’d like to see, or things we’d like to do, such as kayak in the Painted 
Rocks National Lakeshore. Tonight we are boon-docking in the Black Hills National Forest, in a 
campground overlooking Sheridan Lake. Our reserved site proved to be too narrow to back 
into, but luckily there was a first-come first-served pull through site that we fit. It is parallel to 
the lake, with gorgeous views under the Ponderosa pine trees from the kitchen, living area, 
and bedroom. The camp is not full so we have plenty of greenery around us. Below us are 
water skiers and fishermen enjoying the lake. I sit outside at the picnic table overlooking the 
water to write, but the cool breezes drive me inside, despite my jacket. It is hard to believe we 
had to run air conditioning yesterday, just 40 miles away! 

The cold must have frozen my brain — I was super sure I had set the camera up for a 
gorgeous time-lapse of sunset over the lake — but apparently “go” is required after “on.” Over 
the hills, on the far side of the lake luminous cumulus clouds piled up and tumbled around 
the peaks. As dusk approached the clouds softened, melted, leaving fine whispy streaks of 
white on the sky. And then they were gone, replaced with a powder soft peach, orange, and 
rose band over the hills, pressed ever smaller by the weight of the sapphire vault above. 
Shame I can’t show you! Over an ice-blue lake, it was magic. wink wink 
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Very Early in the morning, someone hit the “go” button for the wind. The soft breath of 
a summer morning, instead of gently drifting through the pine branches with bird song, rages 
through the tree tops, pelting our metal barrel of a camper with diamond-hard immature pine 
cone missiles. That will get you out of bed in a hurry! It is in the fifties outside so we bundle up 
and head for Mount Rushmore, to see the carved heads facing the eastern sun. 

The Park Service is in the middle of renovations on 
the main viewing courtyards of the monument. To get a 
closer view, a ranger suggests walking around to the 
Sculptor’s Studio and starting a hike from there. It is just 
8am, the sun is warming the day, so we decide to take his 
advice. Within ten yards of the building, one of my ankles 
rolls hard and I go down on the flagstone steps. The 
camera survives, thank goodness! I encourage Dave to 
continue on the short hike while I let the pain ebb and 
rest up for the slog back to the truck. He says the trail 
winds around until you can look up old George’s nose! I 
happen to have my trusty pocket camera as well, which 
has a great digital zoom, and I amuse myself zooming in 
on the carved pupils of the eyes and finding the 
archeologist’s markers.  

So, Plan B. Dave takes me back to camp, where I keep my foot up and iced while 
reading, sewing or staring at the lovely lake outside, churned by the still vigorous winds. Dave 
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goes to town — to Hill City to see the sites. He 
visits an 1880 train museum and watches a 
steam engine getting ready for a run. He has 
hopes of riding his bike on part of the 109 mile 
long Mickelson Trail, but the seat needs 
adjusting, and wouldn’t you know it, the tool is 
back in camp. Rats!! He gets a few e-mails 
taken care of before heading back. There are 
no AT&T or Verizon cell towers close to camp, 
so no posting facebook updates! 

My ankle decided to swell, despite the ice but 
it won’t keep me home today. We decide to 
explore Custer State Park. By the end of the 
day, we are in love with the Black Hills of South 
Dakota and want to plan a two week trip to the 

area — there is so much we still want to fit in! 

On the way to the visitor center, we drive through several of the park campgrounds to 
check them out. A few of them we decide are strong candidates for possible return visits. 
Later we will be glad we picked out a few favorites. We even spot a few Airstreams!  
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The Battle of the Midges 

 One recent evening, sitting on the couch 
reading my Kindle, I was starting to get annoyed by 
tiny flea-sized bugs crawling on my screen. They 
were not too hard to squish, but, eww. Why so 
many?! Oops, the latch cover on the screen door 
was open about an inch. They must like our light.  
 Then we looked at the ceiling. It moved!! 
There were hundreds if not a thousand of those 
flies zig-zagging in disorganized, bumbling flight. 
Thank goodness for Dave’s new toy! It looks like a 
tennis racket, but it is electrified with the mighty 
power of AA batteries. For the next hour and a half, 
I hunted midges, electrocuting them with a 
satisfying snap, crackle, and pop. There was a lot of 
‘fall-out’ to clean up — but you can bet we make 
darn sure that little cover is closed now!
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A very obliging herd of bison are lounging in the strong midday sun outside the visitor 
center. People get very brave (or foolish) around bison, especially ones that are laying down. 
Inside the center is a nice theatre and we settle in to watch the 18 minute movie about the 
park. The photography makes our jaws drop! We had no idea of the splendor of the scenery 
we are about to see on our driving tour. Oh my! We get some advice from the rangers on 
what roads that we should tour. “All of them!” is the natural reply. Silly us! 

An over-simplified description of the 
attractions in Custer State Park — when you have only 
a day, are to drive a) the southern wild life loop to see 
bison, mules, prong horn, and maybe big horned 
sheep; b) Needles Highway which takes you above 
the forest and has spectacular vistas; and c) drive the 
Iron Mountain Road for memorable vistas.  

A) The wild life loop has gorgeous rolling 
hills, and wide grasslands. It is like a miniature 
version of the Lamar or Hayden Valley of 
Yellowstone (minus the bears and wolves of 
course). Just a pleasure to ride through. We did 
see more bison, the local mules, and a couple of 
prong horn antelope, plus a few deer.  

B) Needles Highway is a 14 mile section of state road 87 that is narrow, has several 
hairpin turns, and winds through high granite ‘needle’ spires in the park. It has small 
tunnels, Iron Creek, Hood, and most famous, Needles Eye Tunnel which is 8’4 inches wide 
and 12 feet high, which is the smallest tunnel. (the others are 9 and 10 feet wide). We have 
to pull in the mirrors on the truck! But we fit through, and pull over near Needles Eye to 
take pictures and watch with the crowd as others take their turns to drive thru. The best 
direction to drive Needles is northbound for the views. 

C) It turns out, Iron Mountain is also best seen in the northbound direction. So, having 
accomplished Needles, we circle around the same towns we passed on the way to the 
park, and then, start up Needles again — until we get to Playhouse Road which cuts  over 
to Iron Mountain Road. Iron Mtn Rd is 17 miles long, has 314 curves, 14 switchbacks, 3 pig 
tails, 3 tunnels, and they like to advertise, four presidents. Because — each of the three 
(also tiny) tunnels frame Mount Rushmore. So, it is kind of pointless to drive it southbound. 
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And also important to drive it in the morning when the sun is still on the faces of the 
presidents (you’ll see why in my pictures). Both roads take about 45-60 minutes to drive. 

I really do hate having the outboard side of the vehicle when we travel these guardrail-
less mountain roads! I actually closed my eyes and leaned to the center of the truck as if that 
would help keep us on the road! My stomach muscles got a work out. But the views are some 
of the most spectacular of the trip so far. The sun barely catches a face on Rushmore, 
meaning it is getting late and it's time to return to camp. The winds have died down. The 
calmed surface of the lake is beginning to reflect the shoreline. We enjoy a nice little fire as 
the lake lovers haul their boats out of the water, and the stars and milky way take their places 
in the sky over the pine trees of our little camp. What a treasure are the scents of a forest on a 
fine summer’s eve! 

Thursday is a move day. But as we sit at 
the picnic table, sipping fresh coffee, 
and staring at the nuthatch-like bird flit 
around pecking for breakfast, we 
lament not being able to stay in the 
Black Hills longer, or even just spend a 
day in camp gazing at the lake. We plan 
very well for days of travel, days of 
chores, and days of sightseeing. We do 
not yet have the skills to plan stay-in-
camp days. Our visit to South Dakota, 

and especially in the Black Hills has revealed a hidden gem. One we will treasure, and 
hopeful return to again. We know our first choices for campgrounds! 

It is a long day today. 338 miles will take us near Shoshoni 
Wyoming. Leaving the Black Hills feels very abrupt, as we drive 
a long, descending grassy curve and then find ourselves out 
on a wide, flat, hot, griddle of cattle range and sagebrush. And 
fence. Lots of fence. 

Throughout the day, we see little family groups of prong horn 
sharing the grass with the cattle. Their coats are roughly the 

color of late summer grass. It is their white rumps that catch your eye as you pass by. In Lusk 
WY we pass the “Lickity Stitch” quilt shop. The owner must be a power of nature. Barns on the 
edge of town have barn quilts on them. Shops in town have barn quilts on them. The town 
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hall museum has a barn quilt on it. Even residences have little barn quilts tacked up. I couldn’t 
swing my camera fast enough to catch them all. Sadly, there was no good place to convince 
Dave to pull over so I could visit the shop. [https://www.licketystitchquilts.com] I’d love to 
meet the owner!! 

Close to 4pm we turn off the highway on to Hidden 
Valley Road. We are camping for the night on the edge of a 
pinto bean field at the Raspberry Delight Farm, a Harvest Host 
farm. They don’t have any produce to sell, but Kathleen our 
hostess claims that if we want to help, we can pick raspberries. 
They don’t grow them anymore, but a few plants have 
escaped being pulled, and there are plenty of berries. Indeed 
there are! As I stroll down the old rows, the farm puppy comes 
to greet us, play, snuggle, wheedle tummy rubs, and generally 
put big smiles on our faces. She also apparently likes 
raspberries, and tries to eat the berries out of my hand as I 
pluck them off, or she sticks her nose in the bush where my hand just was and tries to suck the 
berries off the bush — a delicate business with the thorns! 

The farm’s fields, bright green from irrigation, stretch in contrast to the dusty stone 
mounds erupting at random around us. Very much like an oasis from the movies. It was 93 
outside when we arrived, the trailer an oven. Luckily a strong wind came up and blew the heat 
off the farm. A storm cell with mammatus features passed over the rig, but only sent down a 
few sprinkles. The winds have gone now. There is a quiet breeze sneaking past the windows. 
A single, tiny, white light is visible in the overwhelming darkness — we cannot gauge how far 
away that light might be. The silence is total. Sleep is creeping closer. What will the sun bring? 
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Custer State Park: Wildlife Loop
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Custer State Park: Needles Highway
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Needle’s Eye
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Custer State Park: Iron Mountain Road
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A Pig Tail
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Friday morning is still and clear. Farmers are either out mowing hay to dry, or out 
stacking massive walls of giant hay bricks. It is time to roll. Today, there is no direct route to 
our next destination. We have to drive southwest to pick up the northwest road that will take 
us to Dubois, Wyoming, home of the Longhorn RV Resort. We’ve done very well this week 
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boondocking — we still have half of our freshwater and there is room left in the waste tanks. 
All good to know, but I am still looking forward to hookups.  

Our campsite backs onto the Wind River, although it hides behind some shrubbery on 
the banks. On the other side of the river, behind a narrow row of homes is a massive red and 
white stripe fortress wall of eroded stone. We are definitely in “the west” now!  The site is 
gravel, level, with an incredibly well organized water/power/sewer stations. Even the fire pit is 
clean! There are no ashes, and the cowboy grill looks just scrubbed. Believe it or not, the 
camp WiFi is better than we can pull in with phones or with our hotspot and booster! I may try 
and finish this early — I have no idea what connectivity awaits us in Colter Bay and the Grand 
Tetons tomorrow.  

The campers here have a different style than we’ve seen in the east. No party lights, 
chimes, wind spinners, potted plants, or Happy Camper signs. Fishing poles and dogs are the 
main camp decorations here. The campground apparently has a resident fly fishing instructor 
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— and can teach you right behind your camp site! They also offered trail rides until today. 
There are two clean laundry rooms, and six 3-piece showers that look like they were just 
cleaned. One of the best maintained campgrounds so far.  

It was 46 degrees this morning. With not a cloud in the sky 
today, the sun will heat up the trailer and we may be looking at using 
the heat and the air conditioning on the same day! Dave has run up 
to town to grocery shop while I man the washer and dryer. He has the 
better deal — he sees two Airstreams rolling through town, and some 
unusual products for sale while looking for the deli section.  

Tomorrow we begin our two weeks in Grand Teton National 
Park. I have been babying my ankle — I have a date with a 
photographer next week and I want to be able to hike! Wish me luck. 
More, as soon as we can connect. Be well.   ~Kathy
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